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VISION

We believe all businesses should be profitable, sustainable, and an asset to the community.

MISSION

EGBI provides training, coaching, and support to aspiring and existing business owners who face barriers to growing a successful business.

VALUES

Be Inspiring • Leadership • Trust & Honesty
Cultural Diversity • Resourceful & Strategic
Deep & Caring Relationships
Dear Friends,

We can’t believe another year has come and gone. Every day the board and staff are inspired by our client’s perseverance to make their business successful. Their determination pushes EGBI to continue to grow our services and programs to equip our client to grow their businesses.

As you all know last year, EGBI went through some big transitions. Our executive director for the last six years, Al Lopez, stepped down and our program director, Barbra Boeta, became EGBI’s new leader. Barbra brought on new staff that would help her grow EGBI’s programs and services. At the end of 2017, the board went through a strategic planning process to provide the staff with the vision for the next three years.

Through all of the changes, the staff continued EGBI’s programming and services. In 2017, EGBI provided over 330 hours of coaching and 227 hours of training. We are grateful to all of our volunteers for providing over 65% of our training hours. The expertise and time they share with our clients is priceless!

Our clients continue to make a huge impact in our communities. According to our annual survey, our clients generated over $19.0 million of revenue over 160 businesses. These businesses supported over 260 full-time equivalent jobs. The revenue generated brings our total since 2011, to $69 million in revenue. Of course, none of this would be possible without the support from our funders, especially the Housing Authority of the City of Austin (HACA).

Our clients featured this year, have exemplified EGBI’s vision that all businesses should be profitable, sustainable, and an asset to our community. These clients are working not only to make a better life for their families, but they are working to keep Austin small business friendly.

As we prepare to celebrate our quinceañera in 2019, we look forward to growing our services and programming to continue to break down the barriers our clients face in order to grow a successful business.

Sincerely,

Pilar Sanchez
Board Chair

Barbra Boeta
Executive Director
LINDA ESPINOSA came to EGBI distraught. She had received an official looking letter from an attorney in Dallas saying that she had to change her restaurant’s name, or he would sue her. Linda and her sister Alma had opened their restaurant seven years earlier. They didn’t know this attorney and didn’t know that a business could trademark its name and force other businesses to not use the same name. But it was apparently true. So, the first thing EGBI offered to Linda was a short list of attorney’s who could help her. Linda and her sister met with the attorney and were advised it would be easier to change the name than to fight.

An EGBI coach met with Linda several times to understand the full breadth of her business model, understanding what was working well and opportunities where Linda could grow her business. Linda’s preferred language is Spanish, so she enrolled in EGBI’s 2-month business workshops held in Spanish and continued meeting with EGBI coaches and volunteers to:

Design a logo for the new business name and rebrand their menus and other marketing materials. EGBI volunteers also reviewed and suggested upgrades to other marketing materials including their website.

Analyze the financials of the business and suggest ways to improve financial recordkeeping. Linda and Alma decided to upgrade their POS system to TOAST, a restaurant specific system that provides incredible data about what is selling and when.

Introduce Linda and her sister to other networks to grow their presence in the community. As a graduate of EGBI’s business workshops, Linda was offered a one year free membership with EGBI’s partner the Greater Austin Hispanic Chamber. As part of the Chamber’s services for members, they recently held a ribbon cutting ceremony for the rebranded business.
Sitotaw Degafaw and his associates are from Ethiopia. Prior to coming to EGBI, Sitotaw and five friends talked about opening a business. They even worked with an attorney to form an LLC, but they never decided what their business would do. In the summer of 2017, Sitotaw, a cab driver by day, found out about EGBI and enrolled in the 2-month workshop series that guided him on business marketing and finances. While enrolled, he met with an EGBI coach on a regular basis to develop financial projections around opening a butcher shop.

It took a while to understand exactly what the value proposition would be for this butcher shop, and of course it continues to evolve, but basically, Ethiopian cuisine includes raw beef raised in a particular way, aged on grass and eaten extremely fresh. EGBI helped Sitotaw connect with a specialty meat processor who willingly agreed to find a source for the beef and provide Sitotaw with the specialty meats he was looking for in the small quantities he needed to start out to ensure the freshness that was required.

Salam International Mart and Café
10009 N. Lamar Blvd (B), Austin, TX

Sitotaw and his partners are part of a larger community of Ethiopians in Austin who look out for each other. Sitotaw negotiated with a fellow-Ethiopian to sell him his business, a small international market. (He and his associates made an appointment at one of the semi-annual EGBI-sponsored Legal Clinics offered in partnership with Legal Aid to review the contract and finalize their LLC.)
WENDYAM NANA, raised in a village in Burkino Faso, West Africa, came to the US with determination, grit and the skill of expert hair braiding learned and practiced from the time she was a young girl. Wendyam came to EGBI in the beginning of Summer 2017 with a desire to open her own hair salon. She didn’t just want to offer hair braiding; she wanted it to be a full-service salon offering cuts and color and processes. One obstacle was that she didn’t have a cosmetology license in Texas. While that is not a prerequisite to owning a salon (you can be the owner and hire beauticians with the correct licensure), Wendyam was determined to get her certification, too.

EGBI enrolled Wendyam in a matched savings program offered through a partner agency, Foundation Communities, that offered $2,000 towards growing your business in exchange for Wendyam saving $250 and working with EGBI to make a plan of action. (Note: that Foundation Communities program has since ended.) During the summer, she enrolled and graduated from EGBI’s 2-month workshop series, met with an EGBI coach a half a dozen times, and developed a useful plan for reaching her dreams.

With a daughter in high school and a full-time job as an Uber driver, for many this would be enough to fill a day. Yet, following her plan and with a down payment from the matched savings program, Wendyam entered cosmetology school full time in October 2017, has passed her cosmetology test, and is scheduled to graduate at the end of summer 2018. Her next goal will be to build her book of business in the Austin/ Pflugerville area and when she has enough regular clients, she will open her salon, perhaps sometime in 2019. She has dealt with a few bumps along the way this past year, and when things happen, she calls her EGBI coach, revisits her plan and keeps right on going. No matter the curve balls that life throws her way, Wendyam smiles and finds a way. That’s what makes a successful business owner. Stay tuned.
EGBI BY THE NUMBERS

- 330 hours of coaching
- 227 hours of training
- 65% of training hours by volunteers
- 160 businesses
- 260 full-time equivalent jobs
- $19 MILLION of revenue by clients in 2017
- $69 MILLION revenue since 2011 by clients
FINANCIALS

2017

INCOME:
297,855
62% HACA
38% Other

EXPENSES:
255,026
General Administrative: 22%
Education/Program: 78%

2016

INCOME:
279,791
66% HACA
41% Other

EXPENSES:
246,675
General Administrative: 42%
Education/Program: 58%
STAFF

Barbra Boeta
Executive Director
Joni Foster
Program Director
Monica Peña
Marketing & Development Coordinator

BOARD

Pilar Sanchez - HACA
EGBI Chair
Yolanda Davila - BBVA Compass
EGBI Chair Elect
Ryan Melendez - BB&T
EGBI Treasurer
Mike Lancaster - Wells Fargo
EGBI Past Chair
Luis Delgado - The Critical Update
Marketing/Development Chair
Roderick Robeson - Roderic Robeson CPA, LLC & Aspire Online Academy, LLC
Al Lopez
Robert Shipman - Frost Bank
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!

Abby Liechty
Adam Chong
Addy Khalid
Adrianne Marks
Aisa Showery
Al Lopez
Alejandra Torres
Alexis Ferguson
Alicia Figueroa
Alma Cardona
AmazonSmile
Andre & Ximena Abundis
Andrea Harrington
Andrea Smith
Andy Martinez
Angela G Pack - Zia
Angelo Foadey
Anjanette Gautier
Ankh Financial
Anonymous
AT&T
Attila Horvath
ATX Co-op
Austin Community College
Barbra Boeta
Bazaarvoice
BB&T
BBVA Compass
BCO Consulting
Becky Summersett
Benevity Fund
Betty Davis
Brenda Silva
Capital Metro
Carmen Oldham
Chago's Caribbean Cuisine
Chelsea McCullough
Chris Davenport
Christina Salerno
Christopher Rios
Cindy Villanueva
City of Austin - SBP

Claudia Cuevas
Comerica
Daniel Renaud
Denise Villa
Diana Saldana
Doug Kuenstler
Edie Phillips
El Paso Oncology & Internal Medicine
Far West Capital
Federal Home Loan Bank
Fernando Labistada
First Citizens Bank
Frost Bank
Gabriel Orozco
Gilbert Ocanas
Gina Morales
Gracie Renbarger
Greg Herring
HACA
Horizon Bank
I Live Here I Give Here
Isaac Harrington
Ivonne Ortiz Bayona
Jaime Noyola
James K Book
Jeffery Parke
Jemerell Rogers
Jenna Mejia
Jesus Becerra
Joe Albert Aguilera
John Hernandez
Joni Foster
Juan Vergara
Jud McGehee
Judy Lopez
Julio Viniegra
Juntos Podemos
Karina Goulet
Karlie Ramirez
Kelly Lancaster
Larkin Tackett

PREMIERE SPONSOR

HOUSING AUTHORITY
OF THE CITY OF AUSTIN
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!

Laura McCanlies  
LiftFund  
Ligia Trevino  
Lilian Valenzuela  
Liliana Valenzuela  
Linda Espinoza  
Linelle Clark Brown  
Luis Abundis  
Luis Cohen Rodriguez  
Luis Delgado  
Luisa Gavino-Martinez  
Mabely Reyes  
Madge Vasquez  
Manuel Campos  
Mara Ruvalcaba  
Marco Melendez  
Margo Weisz  
María Carrion  
Maria Cisneros  
Maria Martinez  
Maria Paola Osorio  
Maria Tejeda  
Marieli Cestari  
Mario Alvarez  
Mario Flores Law  
Marisol Giron  
Mark Jordan  
Mark Williams  
Mary Howell  
Mary Lou Lugo  
Max Varela  
Memo Vargas  
Method Hair  
Michael Boeta  
Michael Jarmon  
Mike Lancaster  
Mike Martinez  
Monica Trevino  
MPower Leadership  
Nayeli Gallegos  
Nora Comstock, PHD  
Ocañas Group LLC  
Paul Castro  
Peacock Salon  
PeopleFund  
Pilar Sanchez  
Rachel Vantos Labata  
Ramiro Martinez  
Rebecca Gonzalez  
Red Carpet Productions  
Reliable Numbers Bookkeeping, LLC  
Rene Flores  
Rocio Vallejo  
Roderick Robeson, CPA, LLC  
Roni Hernandez  
Rosa E Pereyra  
Rosie Trulove  
Rosmery Campos  
Round Top State Bank  
Siller Preferred  
Sonia Troche  
Spencer Costley  
SPQ Brothers  
State Farm - Alejandra de la Torre  
Sue Frye  
Susan Morgan  
Susana Galarraga  
Tamale Addiction  
Texas Capital Bank  
The Critical Update, LLC  
Tye Lewis  
Veronica Briso  
Veronica Leon  
Veronica Trevisan  
Victory Framing  
WalMart  
Wells Fargo Bank  
Wendyam Nana  
Yolanda Davila  
Yvonne Ortiz Bayona
THANK YOU TO OUR VOLUNTEERS!

Aaron Vallejo
Alejandra De la Torre
Alejandro Dominguez
Alicia Figueroa
Ana Estrada
Andrea Beleno Harrington
Anjanette Gautier
Anwuli Chukwurah
Cindy Villanueva-Allen
Cynthia Ramos
Dave Manzer
David Geppert
Denise Villa
Earl Grant
Elena Rodriguez
Erin Suddleson
Estuardo Robles
Eugene Peh
Fernando Labastida
Heather Way
Jaime Noyola
Juan Vergara
Karina Alvarez
Karina Goulet
Larissa Davila
Ligia Trevino
Linda Dahlke
Linda Espinoza
Luis Delagado
Manuel Alverdi
Maria Cisneros
Maria Garcia
Marieli Cestari
Mark Hodges
Mauro Amador
Memo Vargas
Michele Dishongh
Mike Lancaster
Monica Tacon
Nora Comstock, PhD
Pilar Sanchez
Rand Zumwalt
Rene Flores
Ricardo Guerrero
Robert Shipman
Roberto Garza
Roderick Robeson
Ryan Melendez
Sahabel Porto
Sonia Gonzalez
Spencer Costley
Suzi Brown
Veronica Gonzalez-Laboy
Veronica Trevisan
Yolanda Davila
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